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The paper considers the minimization of the l`-induced norm of the closed loop in linea
periodically time varying (LPTV) systems when state information is available for f
back. A state-space approach is taken and concepts of viability theory and contr
invariance are utilized. It is shown that a memoryless periodically varying nonlin
controller can be constructed to achieve near-optimal performance. The constru
involves the solution of several finite linear programs and generalizes to the periodic
earlier work on linear time-invariant systems (LTI).@DOI: 10.1115/1.1341199#




































Periodically time varying systems may arise in several en
neering applications either inherently~e.g., helicopter rotor in for-
ward flight! or artificially due to sampled data implementations
feedback control laws. In any event, it is important to be able
design controllers for such systems that perform optimally
some sense.
In this paper the notion of optimality is with respect to thel `
performance. In particular, we are interested in minimizing
l `-induced norm of the closed loop map. In the linear time inva
ant case~LTI ! this amounts to minimizing the correspondingl 1
norm. This l 1 problem can be solved using input-output tec
niques and duality theory~e.g., @1#!. For linear periodically time
varying ~LPTV! systems the problem is solved in@2# using again
an input-output viewpoint and lifting techniques that convert
problem to an LTI, however nonstandard, problem.
Although the problem ofl `-gain minimization is solved in the
input-output framework for both LTI and LPTV systems certa
characteristics of their solutions may not be desirable. In part
lar, considering thel 1-optimal control with full state feedback i
was shown@3# that, unlike theH`-optimal case, optimal as wel
as near-optimal controllers can be dynamic and of arbitrarily h
order. This result motivated a new, state-space, look at thl 1
problem when the state is available for feedback. Recent wor
@4,5# toward this direction has shown that staticnonlinear state
feedback performs as well as linear dynamic feedback. In o
words, full state feedbackl 1-optimal control need not require dy
namics if nonlinear controllers are admissible. Moreover, a c
structive, finite-step, algorithm for near-optimal nonlinear st
feedback is furnished. The approach in the work of@4,5# is to
construct controlled invariant sets in the context of viabil
theory and differential inclusions~e.g.@6–10#!. It is precisely this
work that we generalize to the periodic case in this paper.
show that a memoryless periodically varying nonlinear contro
can be constructed to achieve near-optimal performance. The
struction involves the solution of several finite linear progra
which generalize the LTI synthesis.
We note that the method of constructing controlled invari
sets has been used extensively throughout the controls litera
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from a variety of contexts~see@11# and references therein! includ-
ing dynamic programming, systems with control constraints, c
struction of reachable sets, and time-varying system analysis
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sectio
presents some background material. Section 3 presents the
lem formulation. Section 4 discusses the notion of ap-periodic
controlled invariance kernel. Section 5 shows the existence
near-optimalp-periodic memoryless nonlinear feedback and hi
into its construction. Section 6 presents the main construction
an example. Section 7 contains some concluding remarks. Fin
technical proofs of the theorems, lemmas, and propositions
given in the Appendix.
2 Mathematical Preliminaries
First, we give some basic notation:R1 denotes the set of non
negative real numbers andZ1 denotes the set of nonnegativ
integers. Also,@ i / j #, wherei and j are both integers, denotes th
integer part of the quotient obtained by dividingi by j. For M
PRm3n, let M ( i , j ) denote thei j th element ofM, let M ( i ,:) denote
the ith row of M, and defineuM ( i ,:)uª( j 51
n uM ( i , j )u, and uM u
5maxiuM(i,:)u. Similarly for xPRn, let xi denote theith compo-
nent ofx and defineuxu5maxiuxiu. The appropriate definition ofu•u
will be apparent from context. Letl n
`(Z1) denote the set of
bounded one-sided sequences inRn. For f
5$ f (0),f (1),f (2), . . .%P l n
`(Z1), definei f iªsuptPZ1u f (t)u. A
causal operatorH: l n
`(Z1)→ l m`(Z1) is called stable if iHi
ªsupf P l
n
` , f Þ0iH f i /i f i,`.
In order to provide a setting suitable for the analysis of perio
systems, some basic mathematical notions must be appropri
adapted.
Definition 2.1. K is a p-periodic set if K is a sequence of set
K5$K0 ,K1 , . . . ,Ki , . . . % such that Knp1 j5K j for any n, j
P$0,1, . . .%. Here, pPZ1 is the smallest positive integer fo
which the above equalities hold.
For two p-periodic sets,A and B, we say thatA,B ~resp.,A
5B! if Anp1 j,Bnp1 j ~resp., Anp1 j5Bnp1 j ! for each n, j
P$0,1, . . .%.
The notions ofp-periodic functions and set valued maps w
also be used in this paper. They are defined entirely analogo
to thep-periodic set, as above, in terms of infinite sequences
are periodic. In particular,
Definition 2.2. A sequence F5$F0 ,F1 , . . . ,Fi , . . . % of set
valued maps Fi :Xi Yi is a p-periodic set valued map if
Fnp1 j5F j for any n, j P$0,1, . . .%. The integer pPZ1 is the
smallest positive integer for which the above equalities hold.
and
he









































Downloaded FromThe domain of F is defined as
$dom(F0), . . . ,dom(F (p21)), . . . % where dom(Fi)5$x
PXi :Fi(x) is nonempty%. In our developmentsXi and Yi will
be a product space of the real numbersR with itself.
Definition 2.3. Let F5$F0 ,F1 , . . . ,Fi , . . . %, U
5$U0 ,U1 , . . . % be p-periodic set valued maps with Fi :Rn Rn,
Ui :Rn Rm, and let f5$ f 0 , f 1 , . . . % be a p-periodic function
(i.e., fnp1 j5 f j for any n, j P$0,1, . . .%! composed of single val
ued maps fi :Rn3Rm→dom(Fi).
Define
F̃i~x!5 H øuPUi ~x!Fi~ f i~x,u!!J , ; i P$0,1, . . .%.
Then, F̃5$F̃0 ,F̃1 , . . . % is thep-periodic controlled map defined
by (F,U, f ).
Note that any of the aforementionedp-periodic structures can
be identified by its firstp entries. With a slight abuse of notation
we will typically use only a finite sequence representation of th
structures. Finally, we give the definition of lower and upp
semicontinuity of a set valued map which is required in la
developments.
Definition 2.4 ([6], p. 56). Let X and Y be Banach spaces
set-valued map F:X Y is called lower semicontinuous if for
any xPdom(F), yPF(x), and sequence xnPdom(F) converg-
ing to x, there exists a sequence of elements ynPF(xn) converg-
ing to y.
A set-valued map F:X Y is calledupper semicontinuousif
1) dom(F) is closed and 2) for any xPdom(F) and anye.0,







If each elementFi of a p-periodic difference inclusionF is
lower ~resp., upper! semicontinuous, thenF is said to be a lower
~resp., upper! semicontinuousp-periodic difference inclusion.
In general, it may be difficult to establish lower or upper sem
continuity using the above definitions. However, alternative w
which are used in the paper are provided in the Appendix.
3 Problem Formulation
In this paper, thel 1-optimal control problem for a linear, peri
odically varying system with state feedback available is cons
ered. The system equations are given by
x~ t11!5A~ t !x~ t !1B1~ t !w~ t !1B2~ t !u~ t !
z~ t !5C1~ t !x~ t !1D11~ t !w~ t !1D12~ t !u~ t ! (1)
y~ t !5x~ t !
where:xPRn contains the state of the system,w(t)PRq contains
exogenous inputs,u(t)PRm contains control inputs,z(t)PRr
contains regulated outputs, andyPRn contains measured output
Each time varying matrix is assumed to be periodically vary
with period p. Therefore, using theA-matrix as an example
A(t)5A(t1p), ;tP$0,1, . . .%.
The controllers,p2K, which areadmissible for this system
are either linearp-periodic controllers, or, memorylessp-periodic
controllers of the form
u~ t !5g~x~ t !,t !
whereg(x(t),t) is, in general, ap-periodic nonlinear function of
the state such that for allt>0 g(x,t)5g(x,t1p), g(0,t)50, and
g(x,t) is a continuous function ofx.
Given an admissible controller,p2K, defineTzw(p2K) to be
the forced dynamics fromw to z with zero initial conditions. Simi-
larly, defineTxw(p2K) andTuw(p2K).
Definition 3.1. An admissible p-periodic controller, p2K, is
said to be internally stabilizing with a performance (resp., strJournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control











performance) ofg if 1) the unforced dynamics(w50) are glo-
bally exponentially stable and 2) the forced dynamics with z
initial conditions satisfyiTzw(p2K)i<g, (resp., iTzw(p2K)i
,g!, with both iTxw(p2K)i , iTuw(p2K)i,`.




is admissible and internally stabilizing%
We point out that arbitrary time variation does not offer a
advantage over periodic if the controller is linear@2,12#. More-
over, it can be deduced~see Theorem 5.1! that a memoryless
periodic controller can match the performance of any linear o
In fact, it may perform better@13#. Finally, it can be concluded
~see Theorem 5.1! that a dynamic and possibly nonperiodic co
troller does not outperform a memoryless periodic one. Hence,
class of admissible controllers is not restrictive.
4 p-Periodic Invariance and Controlled Invariance
In this section, the concepts ofp-periodic invariance of differ-
ence inclusions andp-periodic controlled invariance of controlle
difference inclusions is delineated. For a givenp-periodic differ-
ence inclusion, the structure which is of interest is ap-periodic
invariant set. By restricting the system to begin within such a
the state is guaranteed to remain within the same set for all ti
when it is subject to the particular difference inclusion of intere
As p-periodic difference inclusions do not explicitly include
control variable, the concept ofp-periodic invariance is not di-
rectly applicable to thel 1-optimal control problem. Rather, it is
used in this paper as an introduction to the more complex no
of the p-periodic controlled invariance ofp-periodic controlled
difference inclusions. In this case, a set is sought to which
system may be confined for all time when subject to a particu
p-periodic controlled difference inclusion, utilizing an admissib
control law for each time step. It will be shown that the eleme
of a controlled difference inclusion can be chosen such that
problem of finding ap-periodic controlled invariant set is equiva
lent to thel 1-optimal control problem.
As indicated, the concept ofp-periodic invariance will first be
discussed as an introduction top-periodic controlled invariance
First, consider thep-periodic difference inclusion associated wi
the p-periodic set valued mapF5$F0 ,F1 , . . . %, such that
Ft :Rn Rn, t50,1 . . . aregiven by
x~ t11!PFt~x~ t !!.
The notion of ap-periodic invariant set is formally described b
the following definition.
Definition 4.1. Let F be a p-periodic difference inclusion
above. A p-periodic subset K,dom(F) is a p-periodic
invariant set under F if Fi(x),Ki 11 for every xPKi and
i P$0, . . . ,p21%.
A p-periodic invariant set which will be of particular impor
tance is thep-periodic invariance kernel, which is the large
p-periodic invariant set in the sense given by the below definiti
Definition 4.2. Let F be a p-periodic difference inclusion
above and K be a p-periodic subset of dom(F). Thep-periodic
invariance kernel of K for F, p2INV( K)5$p
2INV( K)0 , . . . ,p2INV( K)p21%, is the p-periodic set such tha
each p2INV( K) i , is the largest closed subset of Ki with the
property that Fi(x),p2INV( K) i 11 for all xPp2INV( K) i and
all i P$0, . . . ,p21%. Here, the term largest implies that p
2INV( K) i contains all other closed subsets of Ki with the above
property.
To construct thep-periodic invariance kernel, the following
proposition may be used when thep-periodic invariance kerne
exists. The algorithm contained in this proposition is analogou
the Invariance Kernel Algorithm@6#, which is applicable to non-







































Downloaded FromProposition 4.1. Let F be a p-periodic difference inclusion, w
each Fi ,i P$0, . . . ,p21% lower semicontinuous, and le
K,dom(F) be a p-periodic set, with each Ki ,i P$0, . . . ,p21%
closed. Define k2 j5K j , j 50, . . . ,p21. Also, define recursively
the sets kj by
kj5$xPkj 2p :F $p2 j %1@~ j 21!/p#p~x!,kj 21%, j 51,2, . . .













By this proposition, if thep-periodic invariance kernel exists,
may be found by constructing INTER(k), thereby producing the
largestp-periodic set~in the sense given in Definition 4.2! when
the system is subject to the particularp-periodic difference inclu-
sion of interest. The setskj which are used to construct INTER(k)
have the interpretation that: ifxPkjp2 i,Ki , then the system is
guaranteed to belong toKi after jp steps.
We point out that, if the order ofF is changed, the same chang
will occur in thep-periodic invariant set. For example, it is easy
show that if F5$F0 , . . . ,Fp21% were shifted to form a new
p-periodic difference inclusion F85$F08 , . . . ,Fp218 %
5$F1 , . . . ,Fp21 ,F0% ~with a corresponding shift in the
p-periodic setK to form a new p-periodic setK8! then the
p-periodic invariant kernel INTER(k8) of K8 underF8 is simply
INTER(k8)5$INTER(k)1 , . . . ,INTER(k)p21 ,INTER(k)0%.
As previously indicated, the notion ofp-periodic invariance is
not directly applicable to the problem ofl 1-optimal control for
periodic systems. However,p-periodic controlled invariance is di
rectly applicable to such systems. An algorithm using the not
of p-periodic controlled invariance which is similar to Propositio
4.1 is developed below. The first step in the construction of
new algorithm is to formally definep-periodic controlled
invariance.
Definition 4.3. Consider the p-periodic controlled difference
clusion defined by(F,U, f ). A p-periodic set K,dom(U) is
p-periodic controlled invariant under(F,U, f ) if ;xPKi , there
exists uPUi , such that Fi( f i(x,u))PKi 11 ,i P$0, . . . ,p21%.
An important type ofp-periodic controlled invariant set, analo
gous to thep-periodic invariance kernel, is thep-periodic con-
trolled invariance kernel, which is defined below.
Definition 4.4. Consider the p-periodic controlled difference
clusion defined by(F,U, f ). Let K be a p-periodic set such tha
K,dom(U). Thep-periodic controlled invariance kernel of K
for (F,U, f ), denoted as p2CINV(K), is the p-periodic set such
that each p2CINV(K) i is the largest closed subset of Ki such
that for all xPp2CINV(K) i , there exists uPUi(x), such that
Fi( f i(x,u))Pp2CINV(K) i 11 , for all i P$0, . . . ,p21%. The
term largest is used in the same sense as in Definition 4.2.
To construct an algorithm similar to that in Proposition 4
which produces thep-periodic controlled invariance kernel, it i
necessary that thep-periodic controlled difference inclusions con
sidered satisfy the following property.
Definition 4.5. We say the p-periodic controlled difference
clusion defined by(F,U, f ) has the locally bounded control
property if, for each index iP$0, . . . ,p21%, EITHER:
1. Ui is locally bounded, or
2. a) jPFi(j), for all jPdom(Fi); b! uuu→` implies
u f i(x,u)u→`, for all xPRn.
The main result of this section may now be stated in the
lowing proposition, which delineates an algorithm for the co
struction of thep-periodic controlled invariance kernel, when
exists.12 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001


















Proposition 4.2. Let the p-periodic controlled difference incl
sion defined by(F,U, f ) have the locally bounded property. As
sume Fi is lower semicontinuous, dom(F) is closed, f i is continu-
ous, and Ui is upper semicontinuous and closed valued for al
PZ1. Let K,dom(U) be a p-periodic set, with each Ki ,i
P$0, . . . ,p21% being compact. Define k2 j5K j , j 5$0, . . . ,p
21%. Also, define recursively the subsets kj of Kj by
kj 21/25$xPdom~F $p2 j %1@~ j 21!/p#p!:F $p2 j %1@~ j 21!/p#p~x!,kj 21%,
j 51,2, . . .
kj5$xPkj 2p : f $p2 j %1@~ j 21!/p#p~x,u!Pkj 21/2,
for some uPU $p2 j %1@~ j 21!/p#p~x!%, j 51,2, . . .














Thep-periodic controlled invariance kernelp2CINV(K) is in-
tegral to the construction of thel 1-optimal control laws which will
be developed in the subsequent sections of this paper. Itp
2CINV(K) which directly corresponds to the reduced target tu
of @14# in that if the state of the system starts withinp
2CINV(K), then it can be contained withinp2CINV(K) for all
time. It is important to note that at each time step the controu
belongs to a set valued map which depends only upon the cu
state of the system. As will be shown in Section 5, this fact w
allow the controller to use a memorylessp-periodic control algo-
rithm, rather than an inherently more complex dynamicp-periodic
control algorithm. One final point about the material developed
Section 4 is that no assumption of linearity is made. Therefo
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 apply to linear as well as nonlinear syste
although we only deal with linear plant dynamics as describ
earlier in the problem formulation.
5 Existence of a Memorylessp-Periodic Controller
In this section, the p-periodic controlled invariant se
p-CINV(dom(Ug)) is used to prove the existence of a memor
lessp-periodic controller which achieves a performance arbitrar
close to the optimum, as defined in Section 3. The following
sumptions are made for the remaining portion of this paper
order to simplify the construction of the controller and the arg
ments of the proofs which follow.
Assumption 5.1
1. rank(B1(t))5rank(C1(t))5n, ;tP$0, . . . ,p21%
2. rank(B2(t))5n, ;tP$0, . . . ,p21%
The first two assumptions are mildly restrictive, but simpli
greatly the construction of the control law. It should be noted t
is possible to remove the rank assumption onB1 with arbitrarily
perturbations to eachBi( i ). The rank assumption on eachC1( i )
may also be removed, but this must be done by introducing n
non-trivial outputs in order to avoid numerical problems and
insure a reasonable bound on the plant states. The final ass
tion insures that there will be no control redundancies.
The first step in proving the existence of the desired contro
is to connect the state equations given by~1! to a p-periodic con-
trolled difference inclusion which will be suitable for use
Proposition 4.2. Thisp-periodic controlled difference inclusion
denoted by (Fg,Ug, f ), is defined such thatg.0 and such thatFg,

































g , . . . ,Up21
g % (2)
f 5$ f 0 , f 1 , . . . ,f p21%
with
Fi
g~j!5H j1 1g B1~ i !wPRn:uwu<1J
Ui
g~j!5H uPRm:UC1~ i !x1 1g D11~ i !w1D12~ i !uU<1,;uwu<1J
(3)
f i~x,u!5A~ i !x1B2~ i !u
It is evident that thep-periodic controlled difference inclusion
defined by (Fg,Ug, f ) is equivalent to the system equation of~1!
for iwi<1/g and izi<1.
The main result of this section is now presented.
Theorem 5.1. The following holds
gopt5 in f $g:p2CINV~dom~U
g!! i is nonempty,
; i P$0, . . . ,p21%%.
Moreover, an admissible memoryless p-periodic controller wh
achieves performance arbitrarily close togopt can be constructed
Such a controller is of the form u(t)5g(x(t),t)5gt2@ t/p#p(x(t))
where gi(x),i P$0, . . . ,p21% are continuous in x and satisf
gi(0)50.
As indicated in the proof of the above theorem the memoryl
property is due to the fact that each selection functiongi(x),i
P$0, . . . ,p21% depends only upon the current value of the st
of the system. Therefore, it is possible to choose the contro
such that it does not introduce any new dynamics into the sys
That is, the proof does not require that the functional form of e
gi(x) to be kept constant, but it does not preclude this possibi
Therefore,g(x(t),t) can be chosen to be a memorylessp-periodic
controller, and, furthermore, any linearp-periodic controller can
be matched with a memorylessp-periodic nonlinear controller.
Finally, it is easy to see that changing the selection function
over different periods does not improve performance; hence p
odic memoryless control is as good as any arbitrarily time vary
control.
The above theorem suggests the following algorithm for
construction of an optimal control law. The first step is to co
struct the p-periodic controlled invariant set p
2CINV(dom(Ug)) for a particularg.0. This may be done by
using thep-periodic set CINTER(dom(Ug), which is described
in Proposition 4.2. Practically, thisp-periodic set will be difficult
to form if all of the infinite intersections, which define the se
CINTER(dom(Ug) i ,i P$0, . . . ,p21%, do not converge within a
finite and suitably small number steps. An alternative is to tr
cate the construction of CINTER(dom(Ug) at the point when
adding sets to the aforementioned intersections only produce
incremental change which is small in some sense. This issue
be commented upon in Section 6. If it is determined thatp
2CINV(dom(Ug)) does not exist ~i.e., at least one p
2CINV(dom(Ug)) i is empty!, theng has been chosen too sma
and it should be increased. The algorithm should be rerun w
this new value ofg. If g is not too small, then the second step
the algorithm may be run. This second step is to determine the
of all controls by which the state can be confined within t
p-periodic controlled invariant setp2CINV(dom(Ug)). The
memorylessp-periodic controllerg(x(t),t) may then be chosen
from this set of potential controls. By Theorem 5.1, thisp-periodic
controller will have a performance level ofg. If this performance
level is not small enough or a performance level closer to
optimal value is desired, theng should be decreased by an apprJournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control























priate value and the algorithm should be rerun from the first s
The details of the second step will also be described in Sectio
6 Construction of Memorylessp-Periodic Control Al-
gorithms
In this section, explicit algorithms are discussed which may
used to construct thep-periodic controlled invariance kernel an
to construct the corresponding memorylessp-periodic controllers.
Before detailing these results it is first necessary to introd
some concepts developed in@5#.
Let 1 denote a column vector of appropriate length with u
elements. ForMPRz3n, let Set(M ) denote the subset ofRn
associated withM defined by the constraints
Set~M !5$x:Mx<1%.
This notation is used to develop the definition of theRackopera-
tor which appears below.
Definition 6.1. Let MPRr 3(n11). Define Rack@M# as the set of
matrices, M̃ , such that
vPSet~M̃ !,Rn
⇔
S vwDPSet~M !,Rn11, for some wPR.
The Rackoperator, then, allows a group of constraints onn vari-
ables to be rewritten as a group of constraints on the firstn21
variables. Further detail on theRackoperator appears in@5#.
6.1 Construction of the p-Periodic Controlled Invariance
Kernel. The method which is used to construct a memoryle
p-periodic controller requires an explicit form of thep-periodic
controlled invariance kernel,p2CINV(dom(Ug)). The essential
idea is to usep2CINV(dom(Ug)) to formulate thep selection
functions which comprised the memorylessp-periodic controller
which was presented in Theorem 5.1. Accordingly, the constr
tion of p2CINV(dom(Ug)) for all systems of the form~1! is
considered in the following sections, which present increasin
complex cases of the general system~1!.
6.1.1 Case of D11( i )5D12( i )50. The first case of the con
struction of p2CINV(dom(Ug)) addressed is that of a syste
with a D system matrix which is zero for all time~i.e. D11( i )
5D12( i )50, for all i P$0,1, . . .%! and with a scalar control input
The first step in constructingp2CINV(dom(Ug)) for this case is
to substituteD11( i )50 andD12( i )50, for all i P$0, . . . ,p21%
into ~2! and ~3!. The result is that
Ui





g(x)5R on its domain.
In order to constructp2CINV(dom(Ug)), we will compute
matrices M j and M j 1/2 so that kj5Set(M j ) and kj 1/2
5Set(M j 1/2).
We start by initializing k2 i5Ki5dom(Ui
g), for all i
P$0, . . . ,p21%. If we define
M 2 i5S C1~ i !2C1~ i ! D , ; i P$0, . . . ,p21%
then clearly Set(M 2 i)5k2 i5dom(Ui
g), for all i P$0, . . . ,p
21%.
To constructM1/2, we see thatjPM1/2 requires
M0S j1 1g B1~p21!wD<1, ;uwu<1.















~M0B1~p21!!~ i ,:!w<1, ;uwu<1.
There are three possibilities for each row:
1. If 1/gu(M0B1(p21))( i ,:)u.1, thenk1/2 is empty, and so is
p2CINV(dom(Ug)).
2. If 1/gu(M0B1(p21))( i ,:)u51, theng<gopt .















~M0!~ i ,:! .
We now constructM1 so thatk15Set(M1). Recall that in this
case,
k15$xPk12p :A~p21!x1B2~p21!uPk1/2 for some uPR%.
In terms ofM1/2 andKp21 ,
k15$xPKp21 :M1/2A~p21!x1M1/2B2~p21!u




Given K15Set(M1), we may repeat the above process rec
sively as follows. First, generate if possibleM j 1/2 based onM j . If
not possible, theng<gopt . In general, we always can genera
M j 11 based onM j 1/2.
It is important to note that whenM1 was formed, the rows of
matrix M12p were included to comply with the definition ofk1 .
But, by definition, k2 is constrained to belong toKp22
5Set(M22p), not Kp21 . Therefore, when formulatingM2 , the
rows in M1 corresponding toM12p must be removed and re
placed byM22p .
The above algorithm is summarized in the following:
Algorithm 6.1~D11( i )5D12( i )50 Scalar Control).
1. Initialize
M 2 i5S C1~ i !2C1~ i ! D , ; i P$0, . . . ,p21%
2. Let the index j50.
3. For each row of Mj ,
(a) If 1/gu(M jB1($p212 j %1@ j /p#p))( i ,:)u>1, increaseg
and restart.
(b) Otherwise, set





u~M jB1~$p212 j %1@ j /p#p!!~ i ,:!u
~M j !~ i ,:! .
4. Set
M j 115S M j 2p11N D
for any
NPRack@M j 1/2A~$p212 j %1@ j /p#p!! M j 1/2B2~$p212 j %
1@ j /p#p!)].14 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001




5. Remove rows of Mj which represent redundant constraints
6. Let j5 j 11 and return to Step 3.













Note that the construction of theM j does not require the solu
tion of linear programs. However, linear programs are required
computationally efficient implementation to remove redund
constraints in the matrix descriptions of the various sets in
above algorithm.
6.1.2 Case of D11( i ), D12( i )Þ0. Suppose now thatD11( i )
Þ0 or D12( i )Þ0, for somei P$0, . . . ,p21%. Define
V~ i !5H zPRp:Uz1 1g D11~ i !wU<1, ;uwu<1J ,
; i P$0, . . . ,p21%
AssumingV( i ) is nonempty, letM 2 i 21/2 be such that
V~ i !5Set~M 2 i 21/2!.
Then we can write
Ui
g~x!5$uPR:M 2 i 21/2~C1~ i !x1D12~ i !u!<1%
and
dom~Ui
g!5$xPRn:M 2 i 21/2~C1~ i !x1D12~ i !u!<1,
for some uPR%.
We see thatdom(Ui
g)5Set(M 2 i) for all i P$0, . . . ,p21%,
where
M 2 jPRack@~M 2 i 21/2C1~ i ! M 2 i 21/2D12~ i !!#.
Let Ki5Set(M 2 i), for all i P$0, . . . ,p21%. Note that if
D11( j )5D12( j )50 for some indexj, then M 2 j 21/25(2I r 3r
I r 3r ).
Therefore,dom(U j
g)5$xPRn:C1( j )x<1%, which is identical to
the definition given theD11( j ), D12( j )50 Scalar Control
Algorithm.
To delineate the construction of the setskj , j PZ1, the con-
struction ofk1 will be used as an example, as was done in
previous section. We may constructk1/25Set(M1/2) based onM0
as in Step 2 of theD11( i ), D12( i )50 Scalar Control Algorithm.










NPRackF S M1/22pC1~p21! M1/22pD12~p21!
M1/2A~p21! M1/2B2~p21!
D G .
The above process may be extended to the following recur
alorithm:
Algorithm 6.2~D11( i ), D12( i )Þ0 Scalar Control)
1. Specifyg.0.

















































; j P$0, . . . ,p21%
(ii) Initialize
M 2 jPRack@~M 2 j 21/2C1~ j !M 2 j 21/2D12~ j !!#,
; j P$0, . . . ,p21%
2. Let the index j50.
3. For each row of Mj ,
(a) Let r5$p212 j %1@ j /p#p. If 1/gu(M jB1(r ))( i ,:)u>1, in-
creaseg and restart.
(b) Otherwise, set





u~M jB1~r !!~ i ,:!u
~M j !~ i ,:! .
4. Set
M j 115S M j 2p11N D
for any
NPRackF S M 2r 21/2C1~r ! M 2r 21/2D12~r !
M j 1/2A~r ! M j 1/2B2~r !
D G .
5. Let j5 j 11 and return to step 3.













6.1.3 Multivariable Control Input. The construction of
p-CINV(dom(Ug)) for the multivariable control input case re
quires only a slight modification of the algorithm used in t
scalar control input case.
Definition 6.2. For k.1, define recursivelyRackk@M # as the
set of matrices, M̃ , such that M̃PRack@Mtemp# for some Mtemp
PRackk21@M #.Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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An immediate consequence of this definition is the followin
Proposition 6.1. Let MPRk11k2. Let M̃PRackk2@M #. Then
vPSet~M̃ !,Rk1
⇔
S vwDPSet~M !,Rk11k2, for some wPRk2.
The only difference between the scalar and multivariable c
trol cases is that successive applications of theRackoperator are
required to express a combined constraint on the state and co
as a constraint on the state only. For example, consider Step
~ii ! in the Algorithm 6.2. We wish to findM 2 j such thatk2 j
5Set(M 2 j ), for all j P$0, . . . ,p21% where




m@~M 2 j 21/2C1~ j ! M 2 j 21/2D12~ j !!#
will suffice.
This leads to the following.
Algorithm 6.3 (Multivariable Control). Replace Rack in the
Þ0 Scalar Control Algorithm byRackm, where m is the numbe
of control variables.













6.2 Using pÀCINV „dom„Ug…… to Construct Memoryless
p-Periodic Controllers. As previously indicated, oncep
2CINV(dom(Ug)) has been constructed, it can be used to c
struct thep selection functions utilized in Theorem 5.1. Consid
first the case of a scalar control input. Given thatp
2CINV(dom(Ug)) has been found using the algorithms in th
previous sections,p2CINV(dom(Ug)) can be written in the
form
p2CINV~dom~Ug!!
5$Set~M̄ p!,Set~M̄1!,Set~M̄2!, . . . ,Set~M̄ p21!%
where eachM̄ i is the limit of an infinite sequence of sets. Th
problem of determining each selection functiongi(x) is equiva-
lent to determining the range of values of the controlu which will
insure that the state is transfered fromSet(M̄ i) to Set(M̄ i 11).
Accordingly, step 3 and step 4 of Algorithm 6.1 may be used
construct a matrix (M̄ i 21/2A( i 21)M̄ i 21/2B( i 21)) from each
M̄ i , for all i P$1, . . . ,p%. Now, for each row ofM̄ i 21/2B( i
21), let
Zi
15$ j :~M̄ i 21/2B~ i 21!! j.0%
Zi
25$ j :~M̄ i 21/2B~ i 21!! j,0% (4)
Zi
05$ j :~M̄ i 21/2B~ i 21!! j50%
where (M̄ i 21/2B( i 21)) j represents thejth row of (M̄ i 21/2B( i
21). Let eachM̃ i be the matrix formed from the row vectorsMARCH 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 15
f Use: http://www.asme.org/about-asme/terms-of-use
Downloaded From~r i
j 1 j 2!T5
~~M̄ i 21/2B~ i 21!! j 1•~M̄ i 21/2A~ i 21!!~ j 2,:!2~M̄ i 21/2B~ i 21!! j 2•~M̄ i 21/2A~ i 21!!~ j 1,:!!
~M̄ i 21/2B~ i 21!! j 12~M̄ i 21/2B~ i 21!! j 2 (5)
~r i




























ssfor all j 1PZi
1 , j 2PZi
2 , and j 0PZi
0. Then, each M̃ i
5Rack@(M̄ i 21/2A( i 21)M̄ i 21/2B( i 21))#. In fact, sinceM̃ i was
an element ofp2CINV(dom(Ug)), it is clear that eachM̃ i
5M̄ i 21 . The above procedure, utilized in@5#, is essentially the
process which is used in step 4 of both Algorithm 6.1 and Alg
rithm 6.2 to construct the matrixN. That is, it is simply a process
by which theRackof a set may be obtained.
Now, assume that eachZi
1 and eachZi
2 is nonempty. Note that
for eachi, Zi
1 is nonempty if and only ifZi
2 is nonempty due to
the fact that the rows ofM̃ i must describe inequality constrain















12~M̄ i 21/2A~ i 21!!~ j 1,:!x








12~M̄ i 21/2A~ i 21!!~ j 2,:!x
~M̄ i 21/2B~ i 21!!~ j 2!
Using similar constructions to those in Algorithms 6.1 and 6.2






(x) are both continuous selec
tion functions for the set valued map
x→$u:~x,u!PSet~M̄ i 21/2A~ i 21! M̄ i 21/2B~ i 21!!%
5$u:Fi 21
g ~ f i 21~x,u!!PSet~M̃ i !%






(x) is also a
continuous selection function. Following the proof of Theore
5.1, it is apparent that these continuous selection functions ca
used to construct ap-periodic memoryless controller. Accord
ingly, for eachi P$0, . . . ,p21%, define






If for any index i the assumption thatZi
1 and Zi
2 are nonempty
does not hold, then setg̃i(x) equal to any control valueuPU
g.
As this is also a continuous selection function, the assumptio
the nonemptiness of eachZi
1 and eachZi
2 is nonrestrictive.
For the case in which the system has multiple control inputs
appropriate controller may be formulated by extending the lo
of the above construction. For clarity, consider the case of a
input system~i.e., m52!. Then, as in the scalar case, for eachM̃ i
choose a M̃ i5Rack@(M̄ i 21/2A( i 21)M̄ i 21/2B( i 21))#. Define
g̃i 1:Rn→R, for eachi P$0, . . . ,p21% such that
g̃i 1~x!5af M̃ i 11
1
~x!1~12a!fM̃ i 112~x!,aP@0,1#
Then, define eachg̃i 2:Rn→R such that16 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001












g̃i 2~x!5af M̄ i 11
1 S xf
M̄ i 11
1 D 1~12a!f M̄ i 112 S xf M̃ i 112 D
Then, set eachg̃i :Rn→R equal to
g̃i5S g̃i 1g̃i 2D
Such an iterative process is used to construct the desired contr
in the multiple control input case due to the structure impos
upon the problem by theRack operator. When constructingp
2CINV(dom(Ug)), the Rack operator is used successively
remove one control input at a time from the matrix which d
scribes the inequality constraints on system and control inp
Therefore, it is possible to construct the controller for the en
system by constructing a controller for each of the matrices p
duced by theRackoperator in reverse order. It is clear that th
above process may be extended to a system with greater than
inputs by continuing to work back through the matrices produc
by theRackoperator such that eachg̃i 3(x) would be constructed
from g̃i 2(x) and g̃i 2(x), etc.
The above process produces a controller which renderp
2CINV(dom(Ug)) p-periodic controlled invariant under the ac
tion of (Fg ,Ug , f ). To produce a controller which has a perfo
mance ofg, we define
pi~x!5 inf$aPR1:xPaSet~M̄ i !% (7)
gi~x!5pi~x!g̃i~x/pi~x!!
Then, using arguments from@4#, it follows that the controller de-
fined by g(x(t),t)5g(t2@ t/p#p)(x) is an internally stabilizing
p-periodic controller with a performance ofg.
When using the algorithms in this and previous sections to c
structp2CINV(dom(Ug)), it is possible that an infinite numbe
of iterations of the appropriate algorithm will be required. T
address this problem, it is possible to construct an algorit
which produce an internally stabilizingp-periodic controller in a
finite number of steps. This finite termination algorithm esse
tially defines an auxiliary setk̃ j for each setkj , such thatp suc-
cessive of thekj ’s will belong to their correspondingk̃ j ’s only
when all of the kj ’s are close to their limit sets inp
2CINV(dom(Ug)). At this point, a control law may be formu
lated, and the algorithm terminates. The formulation of this al
rithm follows that of the finite termination algorithm in@5#.
6.3 An Example. As an example of the implementation o
the Algorithm 6.1 and of the construction of a memoryle
p-periodic controller, consider thep-periodic system
x~ t11!5A~ t !x~ t !1B1~ t !w~ t !1B2~ t !u~ t ! (8)
z~ t !5C1~ t !x~ t !
whereTransactions of the ASME
f Use: http://www.asme.org/about-asme/terms-of-use
A~ jp !5S 1/2 11 0D ,A~ jp11!5S 1/4 11 0D ,A~ jp12!5S 0 11 0D
B1~ jp !5B1~ jp11!5B1~ jp12!5S 1 00 1D
B2~ jp !5B2~ jp11!5B2~ jp12!5S 01D 6 j 5$0,1, . . .%
Downloaded FromC1~ jp !5C1~ jp11!5C1~ jp12!5S 1 00 1Do
t
h
thatAs both D11( i ) and D12( i ) are zero, for alli P$0, . . . ,p21%,
Algorithm 6.1 may be used to constructp2CINV(dom(Ug)).
Accordingly, chooseg53 and initialize
M 225M 215M05S 1 00 121 0
0 21
D
Now, the recursive portion of the algorithm may be used to c
struct the setsM j , j P$1,2, . . .%, beginning with step 3. It can be
shown that the condition of step 3~a! is not violated, such that a
this point the value chosen forg is not too large. Continuing, eac







~M0!~ i ,:! .
for all i P$1,2,3,4%. The resulting matrixM1/2 is given by
M1/25S 3/2 00 3/223/2 0
0 23/2
D
Proceeding to step 5, the matrixM1 is constructed such that
M15S M 22N D
for any
NPRackF S 3/2 0 3/20 3/2 023/2 0 3/2
0 23/2 0
D G .
Utilizing the algorithm in @5#, which is used to implement the
Rackoperator,M1 may be written as




The second and fourth rows ofM1 represent redundant con
straints. If these are removed, then the final form ofM1 isJournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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M15S 1 021 00 3/2
0 23/2
D
If Algorithm 6.1 is continued, it is found that









Subsequent iterations of steps 3–6 yield results which show
M15M113 j , M25M213 j , and M35M313 j , for all j
P$1,2, . . .%. Therefore,
p2CINV~dom~Ug!!5$Set~M3!,Set~M2!,Set~M1!%
5$k3 ,k2 ,k1%.
The setsk1 , k2 , andk3 , which compose thep-periodic controlled
invariance kernel are displayed in Fig. 1.







































Downloaded FromHaving obtainedp2CINV(dom(Ug)) for g53, a controller
must be found which keeps the system within thisp-periodic set.
As in Theorem 5.1, a memoryless controller may be construc
using one selection function for each of the unique sets inp
2CINV(dom(Ug)). The three selection functions which a
needed in this case may be constructed using the method d
oped in Section 6.2. One possible controller, which results fr
this type of construction and which achieves a performance
g53 has the form


































such thatg0(x) is applied att50,3,6, . . . ,g1(x) is applied att
51,4,7, . . . , andg2(x) is applied att52,5,8, . . . . Using this
controller, a simulation was run with the initial conditions
(x1 ,x2)5(1,21). The disturbancew(t) was chosen from a uni
form distribution such thatiwi<1/3. The time history ofx1 and
x2 from this simulation appear in Fig. 2.
In order to construct anl 1-optimal controller for the system in
this example, interations of Algorithm 6.1 can be performed, w
g being gradually decreased until nop-periodic controlled invari-
ance kernel may be constructed. For this system, it was detem
that optimal value ofg is 2.5. Using the input-output base
Fig. 2 Time history of state variables with iw iÏ1Õ318 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001









l 1-optimal technique of@2# a value very close to 2.5 was obtaine
too. In this particular example, having nonlinear control does
lead to better performance. Also, the computational load to ob
the optimal performance in this case is less with the input-out
methods. On the other hand, the nonlinear methods described
offer more flexibility since they can precisely capture the effe
of nonzero initial conditions and~although not explicity given
here! the effects of constraints that are not norm-type.
7 Conclusions
A state-space approach to the minimization of thel `-induced
norm of the closed loop in linear periodically time varyin
~LPTV! systems when state information is available for feedba
was taken which utilizes concepts of viability theory and co
trolled invariance. Generalizing earlier work of@5# on linear time-
invariant systems~LTI ! to the periodic case, the construction of
memoryless periodically varying nonlinear controller to achie
near-optimal performance was given. This construction invol
the solution of several linear programs and can potentially be u
as an alternative to the well-known input-output synthe
methods.
Appendix
8.1 Some Theorems From Viability Theory. In the se-
quel, some basic results of viability theory are detailed below.
in-depth study of viability theory will not be included in this pa
per. The interested reader should consult@6,7,15#. These results
are used in the proofs of the following section. We start with
alternative means for establishing lower semicontinuity of a
valued map. The following theorem describes this approach.
Theorem 8.1 ([2], p. 49). Let X be a metric space and Y and
be Banach spaces. Let f:X3U→Y be a continuous map such tha
for all xPX, u°f(x,u) is affine. Let T:X Y and C:X U be lower
semicontinuous set-valued maps with closed convex values,
let C be locally bounded. Suppose there exists ana.0 such that
for all xPX, there exists a uPC(x) such that
f ~x,u!1r PT~x!, ;ir i<a.
Then the set-valued R:X U defined by
R~x!5$uPC~x!: f ~x,u!PT~x!%
is lower semicontinuous.
Another concept from viability which is important in the proo
is that of a selection function. The definition and a means
establishing the existence of a selection function are containe
the following theorem.
Theorem 8.2 ([1], p. 228). Let X be a compact metric space a
Y be a Banach space. Let F:X Y be a lower semicontinuou
set-valued map with closed convex values. Then there exis
continuous selection function f:X→Y such that for all xPX,
f(x)PF(x).
Selection functions are integral to establishing the existenc
the type of controllers which are described in Section 3.
8.2 Proofs. Proof of Proposition 4.1.It is shown first thatkj
is closed ifkj 21 and kj 2p are closed. To this end, let$xn% be a
sequence of points contained inkj , which converges to some
point x0 . Thenx0Pkj 2p , askj,kj 2p and kj 2p is a closed set.
Since F j (x) is lower semicontinuous, for any05F j (x0), ' a
sequence$yn%,kj 21 which converges toy0 . Then, y0Pkj 21 ,
sincekj 21 is a closed set. Therefore,x0Pkj andkj is a closed set.
Since ki , i 52p11, . . . ,0 areassumed to be closed, then, b
induction, everyki , i P$0,1, . . .% is closed. This result guarantee
that each INTER(k) i is closed as these sets are infinite inters
tions of closed sets.
The second step of the proof is to show the equality of the s
p2INV( K) and INTER(k). First, assume thatx¹INTER(k) j ,




















Downloaded FromF j (x)¹klp2( j 11) . Therefore,x cannot belong top-INV( K) j .
Thus, p2INV( K) j,INTER(k) j . As this is true for any allow-
able index j, p2INV( K),INTER(k). Now, assume thatx
PINTER(k) j , for some j P$0, . . . ,p21%. Then, F j (x)
PINTER(k) j 11 . As this is true for any allowable indexj,
INTER(k) is a p-periodic invariant set, which implies tha
INTER(k),p2INV( K). Therefore,p2INV( K)5INTER(k). j
Proof of Proposition 4.2.It is necessary to show that ifkj 21
andkj 2p are closed, thenkj is closed. In a manner similar to tha
given in Prop. 4.1, it can be shown that ifkj 21 and kj 2p are
closed, thenkj 21/2 is closed. Let$xn%,kj be a sequence which
converges to some pointx0 . Then x0 must belong tokj 2p as
kj,kj 2p and kj 2p is closed valued. LetunPU j (xn) be chosen
such thatf j (xn ,un)Pkj 21/2. Then, the set$ujPU j (x):xPkj% is
uniformly bounded as (F,U, f ) has the locally bounded propert
and eachU j is upper semicontinuous. Thus, some subsequencuñ
converges to a pointu0 , which, because eachU j is upper semi-
continuous and closed valued, belongs toU j (x0). By the continu-
ity of f, the sequence$ f (xñ ,uñ)%,kj 21/2 converges tof (x0 ,u0).
Then, f (x0 ,u0) belongs tokj 21/2, askj 21/2 is closed. Therefore
by the definition ofkj , x0Pkj , which implies thatkj is closed. As
eachki , i 52p11, . . . ,0 isclosed, then by induction everyki ,
i P$0,1, . . .% will be closed. This result guarantees than ea
CINTER(k) j will be closed, as they are infinite intersections
closed sets.
The second step of the proof is to show the equality of
p-periodic setsp2CINV(K) and CINTER(k). First, it is shown
thatp-CINV(K), if it exists, belongs to CINTER(k). To this end,
assumex¹CINTER(k) j , for somej P$0, . . . ,p21%. Then, there
exists al such thatF j ( f j (x,u))¹klp2( j 11) ,;uPU j (x). Thus,x
cannot belong to p2CINV(K) j . This implies that p
2CINV(K) i,CINTER(k) i . As this is true for any allowable in-
dex j, p2CINV(K),CINTER(k). In order to show that
CINTER(k),p2CINV(K), it is sufficient to show that
CINTER(k) is a p-periodic controlled invariant set. That is, it i
desirable to show, for all j P$0, . . . ,p21%, that if x
PCINTER(k) j , then there exists auPU j such thatF j ( f j (x,u))
PCINTER(k) j 11 . To this end, letRj be a set such thatRj5$u
PU j : f j (x,u)Pkj 21/2%. Then,Rj can be shown to be compact b
using a similar method to that used in showing thatkj is closed
and by using the uniform boundedness of$uPU j (x):xPkj%.
Now, let xPkj . Then, there exists auPRj such that f j (x,u)
Pkj 21/2. As this is true for any indexj, thenù l 50
` Rlp2 j is non-
empty ;xPù l 50
` klp2 j ,; j P$0, . . . ,p21% Therefore, as x
PCINTER(k) j and uPù l 50
` Rlp2 j together imply thatx(t11)
PCINTER(k) j 11 for any allowable indexj, CINTER(k) is a
p-periodic controlled invariant set. Therefore,p2CINV(K)
5CINTER(k). j
Proof of Theorem 5.1.To prove Theorem 5.1 we need the fo
lowing lemmas, which can easily be established using meth
similar to those used in@5#.
Lemma 8.1. The p-periodic controlled difference inclusion
fined by (Fg,Ug, f ) in (2) and (3), satisfies the hypotheses
Proposition 4.2, whenever each dom(Ui
g) is nonempty, for all
iP$0, . . . ,p21%.
Lemma 8.2.If p2CINV(dom(Ug)) i is non-empty for a par-
ticular value of i, then it has the following properties: 1) symme
with respect to the origin, 2) convexity, and 3) non-empty inter
containing the origin.
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (continued).Using the above results, it is
now possible to state and prove Theorem 5.1. Assume that t
exists ap-periodic controlp2K which is an internally stabilizing
p-periodic control that achieves a performance ofg. Then, it is
only necessary to show thatp2CINV(dom(Ug)) i , for all i
P$0, . . . ,p21% is nonempty.
Let Si be the set of all reachable states under closed loop
eration at timest5p j1 i , for j P$0,1, . . .% wheniwi<1 and the
periodic system starts with zero initial conditions. Then, letS beJournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control














the p-periodic setS5$S0 , . . . ,Sp21% and S̄ be thep-periodic set
defined such that eachS̄i is the closure ofSi for all i P$0, . . . ,p
21%. By Proposition 8.1, thep-periodic controlled difference in-
clusion for (Fg,Ug, f ) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.
Therefore, eachp2CINV(dom(Ug)) i , i P$0, . . . ,p21% exists,
though it may be empty. Thus, ifS̄5$S̄i , . . . ,S̄p21% is a
p-periodic controlled invariant set, then eachp
2CINV(dom(Ug)) i is non-empty.
In order to show this, it is convenient to introduce the sets
S̄1/2i5H j:j1 1g B1~ i !wPS̄i 11 ,;iwi<1J
Ri~x!5$uPUi
g~x!:A~ i !1B2~ i !uPS̄1/2i%
Note thatS̄1/2i is closed for any indexi P$0, . . . ,p21%.
Now, choose one particular allowable indexi and let x0PS̄i
and$xn%,Si be a sequence which converges tox0 . The existence
of p2K guarantees thatRi(x) is non-empty for allxPSi . There-
fore, let un be chosen such thatA( i )xn1B2( i )unPS̄1/2i 11. As
$un% is a bounded sequence, there exists some convergent s
quence$un̂% which converges to someu0 . Then the sequence
$A( i )xn̂1Bs( i )un̂%,S̄1/2i is a convergent sequence which co
verges toA( i )x01B2( i )u0 . Since S̄1/2i is closed,u0PRi(x0).
Hence, for anyx0PS̄i , it is possible to find a controlu0
PUi
g(x0), such that
A~ i !x01B2~ i !u01
1
g
B1~ i !wPS̄i 11 ,;uwu<1
Since this is true for any indexi, S̄ is a p-periodic controlled
invariant set. Therefore, everyp2CINV(dom(Ug)) i , for all i
P$0, . . . ,p21% is non-empty.
If p2CINV(dom(Ug)) is assumed to be non-empty, then it
possible to construct a stabilizing memorylessp-periodic control-
ler p2Kst , which achieves a performance ofg1e. To do this, it
is necessary to define the two additional sets
k` i5H j:j1 1g B1~ i !wPp2CINV~dom~Ug!! i 11 ,;uwu< gg1eJ
R` i5$uPUi
g~x!:A~ i !x1B2~ i !uPk` i%
Using method similar to that employed in@5# it is possible to use
these two sets to construct the desired controller. A sketch of
method appears below.
First, note thatR` i(x) for i P$0, . . . ,p21% is convex for any
xPp2CINV(dom(Ug)) i . In addition, because the exogenous i
putsw are now restricted to have a normlessthan one, there exists
an a, such that for anyxPp2CINV(dom(Ug)) i there exists a
uPR` i(x) such thatA( i )x1B2( i )u1r Pk` i for all ur u<a. By
Theorem 8.1, R` i(x) is lower semicontinuous on p
2CINV(dom(Ug)) i . Hence, by Theorem 8.2, there exists a co
tinuous selection function, denotedg̃i(x), such that for eachx
Pp2CINV(dom(Ug)) i , g̃i(x)PR` i(x). As the above reasoning
is true for any allowable indexi, a memorylessp-periodic control-
ler can be constructed by thep selection functions
$g̃0(x), . . . ,g̃p21(x)% asg̃(x,t)5g̃t2@ t/p#p(x). Using this control-
ler, p2CINV(dom(Ug)) is invariant under thep-periodic differ-
ence inclusion defined by
x~ t11!PH A~ i !x~ t !1B2~ i !g̃i~x~ t !!1B1~ i !w:uwu< gg1eJ
with i P$0, . . . ,p21%. In order to produce a feedback controlle














Downloaded Fromintroduced. This scaling is effected by introducing the scalar fu
tions pi :Rn→R1 with i P$0, . . . ,p21%, which are defined by:
pi~x!5 inf$aPR1:xPa•p2CINV~dom~Ug!! i%
It can be shown, by using the properties of eachp
2CINV(dom(Ug)) i which are given in Lemma 8.2, that eac
pi(x) defines a norm onRn. A new memorylessp-periodic con-
troller can then be defined by thep scaled selection function
$g0(x), . . . ,gp21(x)% as
g~x,t !5gi~x!5pi~x!g̃i~x/pi~x!!
wherei 5t2@ t/p#p with g(0,t)50. Using an argument similar to
that given in@13#, it can be shown that this controller is an inte
nally stabilizing p-periodic controller with a performance o
g1e. j
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